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What is SeedMe?

Open source ✓
Web based ✓
Cross-platform ✓

Significant results

SeedMe = Stream Encode Explore and Disseminate My
Experiments
SeedMe is a platform that enables easy sharing of transient and
preliminary data for a broad research computing community
by offering cyberinfrastructure as a service and a modular
software stack that may be customized. SeedMe is based on
Drupal content management system with a set of building
blocks with additional PHP modules and web services clients.
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Pilot project with 580+ registered users
120,000+ content items
Integration with four scientific tools

Early demonstration prototype

✓

✓ Available
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OpenGL mesh memory use

Access Control
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Run dates:

For whom?

Research computing is highly
collaborative, distributed and
often uses disparate compute
resources. Currently available
tools do not meet sharing and
collaborative needs that must
collocate data, description and
discussion (3D) and additionally
handle transfer, storage and access
control. Furthermore, these tools
must be cross platform and readily
pluggable for automation with
existing scientific workflows.

Computing researchers
▪ Collaboration hub
▪ Personal dashboard

As a cloud service
▪ dibbs.seedme.org
▪ www.seedme.org

Developers
Integrate with scientific
applications

DIY - Run own instance
▪ On your own
hardware
▪ Condo hardware

OpenGLTest
July-August 2015

Project repositories

Use how?

Provider run instances
▪ At your institution
▪ At national centers
▪ At public cloud
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Description
The OpenGLTest benchmark measures mesh memory use for each of four mesh types and several rendering styles for each type:
Point cloud varying point size - a point is drawn at each cell, while point color and size vary with the cell value.
Point cloud varying point opacity - a point is drawn at each cell, while point color and opacity vary with the cell value.

Field Formatters

Polygon layers varying color - a grid of polygons are drawn for each vertical layer in the mesh, varying color and opacity with cell values.

Clients (Java, Python)
+ Command Line

REST API

Polygon layers varying texture - a grid of polygons are drawn for each vertical layer in the mesh, varying opacity and texture coordinates for a
texture image with color varying by cell values.
Polygon faces varying color - each face of each cell in the mesh is drawn, varying color and opacity with cell values.
Polygon faces varying texture - each face of each cell in the mesh is drawn, varying opacity and texture coordinates for a texture image with color
varying by cell values.

Federated login

Access control

Visualization

The benchmark builds meshes of increasing size, starting at 512 cells and growing by powers of two. For each mesh size, the memory required for
each of the four mesh types and various rendering styles is measured and plotted.
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Discussion

Rich Text

Small data
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As expected, diﬀerent rendering styles have diﬀerent memory requirements. A style that draws a polygon for every cell face, for instance, requires
much more memory than one that only draws a point for every cell. Texture mapping for regular meshes with planar layers replaces a lot of color
values for cell vertices with a smaller set of texture coordinates, reducing memory use. However, texture mapping for the other mesh types has no
benefits since it just replaces color values with equivalent texture coordinate values at every coordinate, making mesh memory use the same.
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Example - Image preprocessing times for images using multithreaded C++
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Third party software

• Cross-platform tools, APIs, and Drupal modules

All scene data must be built and stored on the host, then transferred in pieces to the GPU for rendering. The maximum scene size is limited by the
amount of host physical memory, not by the GPU. Diﬀerent types of meshes and diﬀerent rendering styles for those meshes has a substantial impact
on the amount of memory required to create and fill vertex buﬀers to draw the meshes.

The table lists benchmarked wall-clock execution times for separate runs of the optimized C++ implementation of image preprocessing for
seafloor image classification. Specific timed tasks include (1) image load from JPEG files, (2) image enhance and color correct, (3) calculation
of image red, green, and blue histograms, and (4) calculation of a grayscale image and DCT coeﬃcients. All benchmarks run on a 6-core 3.33
GHz Intel processor with 12 Gbytes of DDR3 memory.
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This is a two-year project. The bulk of the project's development schedule is an
iterative process of impolementing new methods to improve image classification
performance, followed by testing and validation of those methods. The project
finishes with broad testing of all of the methods developed and characterization of
their performance and classification accuracy.
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The table lists benchmarked wall-clock execution times for separate runs of the original Matlab implementation of image preprocessing for
seafloor image classification. Specific timed tasks include (1) image load from JPEG files, (2) image enhance and color correct, (3) calculation of
image red, green, and blue histograms, (4) calculation of a grayscale image and DCT coeﬃcients, and (5) image save for the enhanced image. All
benchmarks run on a 6-core 3.33 GHz Intel processor with 12 Gbytes of DDR3 memory.

Run 10

Website: https://dibbs.seedme.org

• Post & query data from HPC jobs, workflows, apps, browsers, and command line
• Cloud file system for secure data sharing and collaboration
• Integrated lightweight visualization tools for quick analysis
• Secure access, sharing, and access controls
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